
THE BAMBOO COLLECTION

Enjoy the look of raw natural bamboo in our Bamboo Collection. The beauty of the original structure 

is maintained and combined in a clean and timeless design with simple straight lines. Bamboo is a 

100% natural product. It is extremely durable and resistant, and has many application possibilities. 

The Bamboo Collection by tinekhome is handmade in southwestern Vietnam where there is a long 

tradition of processing bamboo furniture. This is furniture with personal touches and each piece is 

unique. All bamboo furniture is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

When you fall in love - and you will fall in love with our bamboo collection 
- please note that it needs love and care like all other outdoor wooden furniture.
The bamboo will change over time when it is placed outdoor. The color of the 
surface will be brighter and greyer.

CLEAN & WASH & CARE 

= LONG-LASTING BAMBOO FURNITURE

For indoor bamboo furniture, a simple damp cloth for dusting is enough maintenance.

For outdoor use, the surface may collect mold, but as bamboo is resistant, the mold is only superficial, 

as the mold will never penetrate inside the bamboo. Mold is very easy to remove from the surface by         

following below cleaning and washing instructions 1+2. Follow 3+4 for optimum results.

Make sure that your furniture is placed on a dry surface to avoid the legs from absorbing water, and 

store your bamboo furniture in a dry ventilated environment during the autumn and winter season.

We recommend you to wash outdoor bamboo furniture before every season. 
Repeat the washing a few times during the season, and do the washing on a   
sunny day to get the best results.

1) Use a hard cleaning sponge and/or scouring powder with abrasive effect to remove dirt, stains 

and possible mold. 

2) Rinse well with plenty of water to remove all soap and dirt.

3) Spray with a cleaning product containing chlorine, ammonia or vinegar directly on the bamboo, 

leave it on for a while, rinse well with water and let it dry completely in the sun for optimum results.

4) For extra treatment in the end of the season – before winter storage - we recommend you to 

treat your bamboo with an anti-mildew and mold detergent. Contact your nearest DIY store for the 

best exterior wood treatment to avoid fungus and mold in a wet and humid winter climate.
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Choose between 3 mattress colors in cotton:

BAMRAIL-NA
100 x 37 x H 180 cm 

SS2017-600-80-2

BAMTOWEL-NA
90 x H 100 cm 

SS2017-280-38-4

BAMTOWEL-HIGH
40 x H 160 cm

SS2017-280-38-4

BAMRAILFREE-NA
55 x 100 x H 180 cm

SS2017-800-108-2

BAMLADDER-NA
60 x H 200 cm 

SS2017-160-22-4

BAMWALL180-NA
60 x H 180 cm 

SS2017-240-32-4

BAMMAT-NA
40 x 60 cm 

SS2017-100-14-6

BAMWALL-NA
60 x H 80 cm 

SS2017-120-16-4

BAMCOUCH
76 x 177 x H 36/70 cm

SS2017-2000-270-2

BAMCHAIR
76 x 76 x H 36/70 cm

SS2017-1000-135-2

BAMNEWCOUCH
74 x 190 x H 36/80

SS2017-2200-300-2

BAMNEWCHAIR
70 x 70 x H36/80 cm

SS2017-1200-160-2

BAMESPA120-NA
120 x H 220 cm 

SS2017-208-38-1

BAMESPA200-NA
200 x H 300 cm 

SS2017-360-48-1

BAMTAB140X45-NA
D 140 cm x H 45 cm

SS2017-1200-160-1

BAMTABLE70-NA
70 x 70 x H 45 cm

SS2017-500-68-2

BAMTABLE45-NA
45 x 45 x H 45 cm

SS2017-300-40-4

BAMSTOOLH50/70/35-NA
D 30 x H 50 cm / SS2017-180-24-4

D 35 x H 70 cm / SS2017-220-30-4

D 30 x H 35 cm / SS2017-140-19-4

BAMDIN-NA
52 x 52 x H 50/98 cm

SS2017-400-54-4

BAMNEWDIN-NA
65 x 65 x H 48/85 cm

SS2017-700-94-4

BAMBENCH140-NA
40 x 140 x H 45 cm

SS2017-700-94-2

BAMBENCH170-NA
170 x 35 x H 45 cm

SS2017-880-120-2

BAMTABLE090-NA
D 90 x H 72 cm

SS2017-700-94-2

BAMTABLE80-NA
80 x 80 x 72 cm

SS2017-700-94-2

BAMTABLE140-NA
D 140 x H 75 cm

SS2017-1200-160-1

BAMTABLE250-NA
250 x 100 x H 75 cm

SS2017-2400-320-1

BAMCONSOL90-NA
90 x 37 x H 76 cm 

SS2017-800-108-2

BAMCONSOL280-NA
280 x 50 x H 85 cm 

SS2017-2400-320-1

The Bamboo Collection

PHANTOM ICA-PHGREY ICA-GRWHITE ICA-WH

BAMBED160
150 x 210 x H 36 cm 

SS2017-2400-320-1

BAMBED
80 x 210 x H 36 cm

SS2017-1400-190-2


